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A field theory is studied where the consistency condition of equations of motion dictates strong
correlation between states of ”primordial” fermion fields and local value of the dark energy.
In regime of the fermion densities typical for normal particle physics, the primordial fermions
split into three families identified with regular fermions. When fermion energy density is
comparable with dark energy density, the theory allows transition to new type of states. The
possibility of such Cosmo-Low Energy Physics (CLEP) states is demonstrated in a model of
FRW universe filled with homogeneous scalar field and uniformly distributed nonrelativistic
neutrinos. Neutrinos in CLEP state are drawn into cosmological expansion by means of
dynamically changing their own parameters. One of the features of the fermions in CLEP
state is that in the late time universe their masses increase as a3/2 (a = a(t) is the scale
factor). The energy density of the cold dark matter consisting of neutrinos in CLEP state
scales as a sort of dark energy; this cold dark matter possesses negative pressure and for the
late time universe its equation of state approaches that of the cosmological constant. The
total energy density of such universe is less than it would be in the universe free of fermionic
matter at all.
1 Two Measures Theory (TMT)
The TMT is a generally coordinate invariant theory where the action has the form S =∫
L1Φd
4x+
∫
L2
√−gd4x including two Lagrangians L1 and L2 and two measures of integration:
the usual one
√−g and another Φ = εµναβεabcd∂µϕa∂νϕb∂αϕc∂βϕd built of four scalar fields ϕa
(a = 1, 2, 3, 4); it is also a scalar density. It is assumed that the Lagrangians L1 and L2 are func-
tions of the matter fields, the dilaton field φ, the metric, the connection but not of the ”measure
fields” ϕa. Solving equation that results from variation of ϕa, if Φ 6= 0, we get L1 = M4 where
M is a constant of integration with the dimension of mass. Important feature of TMT that
is responsible for many interesting and desirable results of the field theory models studied so
far 1 - 9 consists of the assumption that all fields, including also metric, connection (or vierbein
and spin-connection) and the measure fields ϕa are independent dynamical variables.
In TMT there is no a need to postulate the existence of three species for each type of fermions
(like three neutrinos, three charged leptons, etc.) but rather this is achieved as a dynamical effect
of TMT in normal particle physics conditions. The matter content of our model includes the
dilaton scalar field φ, two so-called primordial fermion fields (the neutrino primordial field ν and
the electron primordial field E) and electromagnetic field Aµ. Generalization to the non-Abelian
gauge models including Higgs fields and quarks is straightforward6. To simplify the presentation
of the ideas we ignore also the chiral properties of neutrino; this can be done straightforward
and does not affect the main results.
Keeping the general TMT structure of the action it is convenient to represent it in the
following form:
S =
∫
d4xeαφ/Mp(Φ + b
√−g)
[
−1
κ
R(ω, e) +
1
2
gµνφ,µφ,ν
]
−
∫
d4xe2αφ/Mp [ΦV1 +
√−gV2]−
∫
d4x
√−g1
4
gαβgµνFαµFβν
+
∫
d4xeαφ/Mp(Φ + k
√−g) i
2
∑
i
Ψi
(
γaeµa
−→∇ (i)µ −←−∇
(i)
µ γ
aeµa
)
Ψi
−
∫
d4xe
3
2
αφ/Mp
[
(Φ + hν
√−g)µννν + (Φ + hE
√−g)µEEE
]
(1)
where Ψi (i = ν,E) is the general notation for the primordial fermion fields ν and E; V1 and V2
are constants; Fαβ = ∂αAβ−∂βAα; µν and µE are the mass parameters; −→∇ (ν)µ =
−→
∂ µ+
1
2ω
cd
µ σcd,
−→∇(E)µ = −→∂ µ + 12ωcdµ σcd + ieAµ; R(ω, e) = eaµebνRµνab(ω) is the scalar curvature; eµa and ωabµ are
the vierbein and spin-connection; gµν = eµae
ν
bη
ab and Rµνab(ω) = ∂µωνab + ω
c
µaωνcb − (µ ↔ ν);
constants b, k, hi are real dimensionless parameters.
The action (1) is invariant under the global scale transformations
eaµ → eθ/2eaµ, ωµab → ωµab, ϕa → λaϕa where Πλa = e2θ
Aα → Aα, φ→ φ− Mp
α
θ, Ψi → e−θ/4Ψi, Ψi → e−θ/4Ψi. (2)
Except for a few special choices providing positivity of the energy and the right chiral
structure in the Einstein frame, Eq.(1) describes the most general TMT action satisfying the
formulated above symmetries.
The appearance of a nonzero integration constant M4 in the mentioned above equation
L1 = M
4 spontaneously breaks the scale invariance (2). One can show that the measure Φ
degrees of freedom appear in all the equations of motion only through dependence on the scalar
field ζ ≡ Φ/√−g. In particular, the gravitational and all matter fields equations of motion
include noncanonical terms proportional to ∂µζ. It turns out that with the set of the new
variables e˜aµ = e
1
2
αφ/Mp(ζ + b)1/2eaµ, Ψ
′
i = e
− 1
4
αφ/Mp(ζ + k)1/2(ζ + b)−3/4Ψi (φ and Aµ
remain the same) which we call the Einstein frame, the spin-connections become those of the
Einstein-Cartan space-time and the noncanonical terms proportional to ∂µζ disappear from all
equations of motion.
The gravitational equations in the Einstein frame take the standard GR form Gµν(g˜αβ) =
κ
2T
eff
µν where T
eff
µν = Kµν + g˜µνVeff (φ; ζ) + T
(em)
µν + T
(f,can)
µν + T
(f,noncan)
µν . Here Kµν = φ,µφ,ν −
1
2 g˜µν g˜
αβφ,αφ,β; Gµν(g˜αβ) is the Einstein tensor in the Riemannian space-time with the met-
ric g˜µν ; Veff (φ; ζ) = (ζ + b)
−2
[
b
(
sM4e−2αφ/Mp + V1
)
− V2
]
; T
(em)
µν is the canonical energy
momentum tensor for the electromagnetic field; T
(f,can)
µν is the canonical energy momentum
tensor for (primordial) fermions ν ′ and E′ in curved space-time including also standard elec-
tromagnetic interaction of E′. T (f,noncan)µν = −g˜µν
∑
i Fi(ζ)Ψ
′
iΨ
′
i ≡ g˜µνΛ(ferm)dyn (i = ν ′, E′) is
the noncanonical contribution of the fermions into the energy momentum tensor, and Fi(ζ) ≡
µi2
−1/2(ζ + k)−2(ζ + b)−1/2[ζ2 + (3hi − k)ζ + 2b(hi − k) + khi]. The structure of T (f,noncan)µν
shows that it is originated by fermions but behaves as a sort of variable cosmological constant.
This is why we will refer to it as dynamical fermionic Λ term Λ
(ferm)
dyn . The dilaton φ field equa-
tion in the new variables reads (−g˜)−1/2∂µ(
√−g˜g˜µν∂νφ) − 2αζ(ζ + b)−2M−1p M4e−2αφ/Mp = 0.
Equations for the primordial fermions in terms of the new variables take the standard form
of fermionic equations in the Einstein-Cartan space-time where the standard electromagnetic
interaction presents also. All the novelty consists of the form of the ζ depending ”masses” mi(ζ)
of the primordial fermions ν ′, E′:
mi(ζ) =
µi(ζ + hi)
(ζ + k)(ζ + b)1/2
i = ν ′, E′. (3)
It should be noticed that change of variables we have performed provide also a conventional
form of the covariant conservation law of fermionic current jµ = Ψ
′
γae˜µaΨ
′.
The scalar field ζ in the above equations is defined by the constraint which is the consistency
condition of equations of motion. In the Einstein frame it takes the form
− 1
(ζ + b)2
{
(ζ − b)
[
sM4e−2αφ/Mp + V1
]
+ 2V2
}
=
∑
i
FiΨ′iΨ
′
i. (4)
Generically the constraint (4) determines ζ as a very complicated function of φ, ν ′ν ′ and
E′E′ . However, there are a few very important particular situations where the theory allows
exact solutions of great interest 5 , 6.
2 Fermion Vacuum, Regular Fermions, Fifth Force Problem
In the case of the complete absence of massive fermions ζ = b − 2V2/(V1 + sM4e−2αφ/Mp) and
the effective φ-potential is
V
(0)
eff (φ) ≡ Veff (φ; ζ)|ψ′ψ′=0 =
(V1 + sM
4e−2αφ/Mp)2
4[b(V1 + sM4e−2αφ/Mp)− V2]
. (5)
Assuming bV1 > 2V2 one can see that V
(0)
eff monotonically decreases (as φ→∞) to the positive
cosmological constant Λ(0) =
V 2
1
4(bV1−V2) .
In a typical particle physics situation, say detection of a single fermion, the measurement
implies a localization of the fermion which is expressed in developing a very large value of |Ψ′Ψ′|.
According to the constraint (4) this is possible if Fi(ζ) ≈ 0, i = ν ′, E′ (which gives two constant
solutions for ζ) or ζ ≈ −b. These solutions allow to describe the effect of splitting of the
primordial fermions into three generations of the regular fermions (for details see 5, 6). It is
interesting also that for the first two generations (which we associate with the solutions where
Fi(ζ) ≈ 0) their coupling to the dilaton φ is automatically strongly suppressed which provides
a solution of the fifth force problem.
3 Cosmo-Low Energy Physics (CLEP) states
It turns out that besides the normal fermion vacuum where the fermion contribution to the
constraint is totally negligible, TMT predicts possibility of so far unknown states which can
be realized, for example, in astrophysics and cosmology. Let us study a toy model 9 where in
addition to the homogeneous scalar field φ, the spatially flat universe is filled also with uniformly
distributed nonrelativistic neutrinos as a model of dark matter. Spreading of the neutrino wave
packets during their free motion lasting a long time yields extremely small values of Ψ
′
Ψ′ = u†u
(u is the large component of the Dirac spinor Ψ′). There is a solution where the decaying fermion
contribution u†u ∼ consta3 to the constraint is compensated by approaching ζ → −k. Then solving
(4) for ζ we have to take into account both sides of the constraint. After averaging over typical
cosmological scales (resulting in the Hubble low), the constraint (4) reads
− (k + b)
(
sM4e−2αφ/Mp + V1
)
+ 2V2 + (b− k)2n
(ν)
0
a3
Fν(ζ)|ζ≈−k = 0 (6)
where Fν(ζ)|ζ≈−k = µν(hν−k)(b−k)1/2(ζ+k)−2+O((ζ+k)−1) and n(ν)0 is a constant determined
by the total number of the cold neutrinos.
The crucial role in the CLEP solutions of the cosmological equations belongs to the neutrino
Λ
(ferm)
dyn term. We assume here that V1 > 0, V2 > 0 and b > 0, k < 0, hν < 0, hν − k <
0, b + k < 0. In the late time universe, the pressure and density of the uniformly distributed
neutrinos in the CLEP state
− Pclep = ρclep = 2V2 + |b+ k|V1
(b− k)2 +
|b+ k|
(b− k)2M
4e−2αφ/Mp (7)
are typical for the dark energy sector including both a cosmological constant and an exponential
φ-potential. The total energy density and the total pressure in the same regime are ρ
(total)
dark =
1
2 φ˙
2 + U
(total)
dark (φ), P
(total)
dark =
1
2 φ˙
2 − U (total)dark (φ), where U (total)dark (φ) = Λ + |k|(b−k)2M4e−2αφ/Mp and
Λ = V2+|k|V1(b−k)2 . The remarkable result is that V
(0)
eff (φ) > U
(total)
dark (φ) which means that (for the same
values of φ˙2) the universe in ”the CLEP state” has a lower energy density than in the fermion
vacuum state. One should emphasize that this result does not imply at all that ρclep is negative.
For illustration of what kind of solutions one can expect, let us take the particular value
for the parameter α, namely α =
√
3/8. Then the cosmological equations allow the following
analytic solution at the late time universe: φ(t) =
Mp
2α ϕ0 +
Mp
2α ln(Mpt), a(t) ∝ t1/3eλt, where
λ = 1Mp
√
Λ
3 , e
−ϕ0 = 2(b−k)
2M2p√
3|k|M4
√
Λ. The mass of the neutrino in such CLEP state increases
exponentially in time mν |CLEP ∼ a3/2(t) ∼ t1/2e 32λt.
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